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I. INTRODUCTION
Target identification is desirable if different actions
are to be taken toward different targets. Today when
missiles can be sent long before a target comes within
visual range, there is a need of identify target by some
means other then visual
.
The use of radar provides a greater range for target
detection. Radars have the ability to detect the presence of
a target, and to obtain information about target position,
speed and acceleration. A trained operator can identify the
kind of target infront of him by the size of the spot on the
screen and from the direction such a target is approaching,
but he may not always be correct.
Detection by a radar is done by detecting the back scat-
tered electromagnetic signal returned from a target. The
back scattered signal originates from the surface currents
excited on the object when it is irradiated by an incident
electromagnetic wave. Different targets have different outer
surface that cause different surface currents to flow on the
target when identical incident waves are irradiating the
targets
.
Assume the presence of a continuous incident electromag-
netic wave . The incident wave keeps impinging on the target
and excites new surface current which add vectorally to the
existing ones. The total surface current, and therefore the
back scattered signal are functions of the target shape and
the wavelength of the incident wave.
Assuming a uniform plane incident wave, the back scat-
tering cross section of a target is a quantitative measure
of the ratio of power density in the vector signal scattered
in the direction of the receiver to the power density of the
electromagnetic wave incident upon the target [Ref. 1], The
back scattering cross section of a target as a function of
the wavelength or the frequency of the incident wave can be
used as a working tool for target identification
One approach to this problem, is by looking into the
Rayleigh region [Ref. 2], where the frequency rangs from
zero up to a wavelength about half the linear dimension of
the target. A different approach is to study the scattering
of a target in the resonance region where its cross section
varies rapidly with frequency, and is a critical function of
the shape of the target [Ref. 3]. Even though some reso-
nances may not be observable at some particular target
aspect angles. The advantages of using the resonance region
are that the scattered fields of interests are stronger and
thus are easier to be detected. Because the resonance
frequencies depend critically on target shapes, and because
there are only a finite number of targets of interest only a
few resonances will be needed before a target can be
identified.
This thesis is part of an ongoing project at the Naval
Postgraduate School on target identification. It studies the
broadside scattering of a tubular cylinder of finite length,
made of very thin brass walls. The targets used in this
research were a set of tubular circular cylinders with
different lengthes and diameters. This shape has been
chosen because of its resemblance to a missile body and
because its theoretical solution is available. This work
should serve as the basis for further efforts in developing
a target identification scheme employing the frequency
dependence of the back scattered field from a target in the
resonance region. The effects of adding fins to the cylin-
ders will be investigated next and will lead to the last
step where models of real targets will be identify through
this scheme.
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Chapter II describes the general approach to the solu-
tion of the back scattering cross section problem. The exact
solution for the scattering by a perfectly conducting
tubular cylinder having very thin walls from the broadside
aspect angle is presented. Chapter III contains the experi-
mental setup at the Naval Postgraduate School, the measure-
ment procedure and the experimental data. Chapter IV
presents data analysis of the results as well as comparison
between theoretical data obtained from the solution shown in
Chapter II. Because this was the first time frequency depen-
dence of the cross section of tubular cylinder was ever
tested at the resonance region, the results are very
surprising and can be used to direct further efforts in this
project. Chapter V contains a summary of the result, the
problems encountered and areas of future work.
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II. ANALYTICAL SOLUTION FOR SCATTERING PROBLEM
A. GENERAL APPROACH TO SCATTERING PROBLEM
A parameter that defines the scattering efficiency of a
target was sought in the earliest days of radar. This param-
eter when refers to the equivalent isotropic reflector is
called cross section and denoted by the symbol a. The theo-
retical definition of back scattering cross section is given
by 2.1 .
a = 4Trr 2 lim|E/E. | 2 (2.1)
Where E. -Magnitude of electric- field component of incident
electromagnetic (EM) field at the target.
E s -Magnitude of electric- field component of
scattered EM field as measured by a hypothetical
observer
r-Distance from target to the hypothetical observer
In this definition the incident and scattered fields are
introduced. The incident field means the field maintained
by the oscillating charges and currents in the driving or
primary antenna constitutes the source. When the target is
irradiated with an incident EM wave, surface current is
excited on the target. This surface current will radiate and
generate the scattered field. The configuration of a scat-
tering problem is shown in Figure 2.1 .
The limiting process is introduced to assure that the















Figure 2.1 Configuration of a Scattering Problem
far enough from the target so that only the R _1 dependent
term of the scattered field is retained. Under the free-
space conditions assumed here, the ratio |E
s /EjJ 2 is the
same as the ratio of the power flux density of the scattered
waves at the observer to that of the incident wave at the
target
.
The incident field is not independent of the presence of
the target because of the coupling between the currents and
13
charges in the source and the currents and charges on the
target. To simplify the problem, it is usually assumed that
the source is separated from the target by a large distance
and thus the incident field is independent of the presence
of the target.
Ideally, one would compute the radar cross section of a
target through the formal solution of Maxwell equations
under the boundary conditions appropriate to the body. The
integral equation formulation shows that electromagnetic
scattering of an incident wave by an arbitrary body can be
described in terms of an integral of various vector products
involving the surface electric and magnetic fields on the
target. The Chu-Stratton integral [Ref. 4 p. 464] is conven-
ient for this purpose. This integral is an exact representa-
tion of the scattered electromagnetic field in terms of an
integration over a complete surface enclosing the body in
question. In particular, if there is available knowledge of
the total distribution of electric and magnetic fields about
the body (or what is equivalent, surface currents), inser-
tion of these values in the Chu-Stratton integral would
permit the immediate evaluation of the scattered fields.
Approximate numerical solutions of such integral equations
require the use of high speed digital computers to estimate
surface currents flowing on the body. Because of the limita-
tion of computation time and storage capacity, this method
is applicable only when the dimensions of the target do not
exceed a very few wavelengths.
Exact solutions for the scattering problem are rare. For
many practical problems, only approximate solutions are
obtainable. Aside from different numerical schemes, asymp-
totic techniques are also used when the target dimensions
are much larger than the wavelength. It is called geome-
trical diffraction theory and it combines the simplicity
inherent in the ray optics with the necessary consideration
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of wavelengths and phases. This method uses the concept of
scattering centers and localizes them at the points of
surface discontinuity in the belief that specular diffrac-
tions occur only at these discontinuities with contributions
from surface regions a few wavelength within these points.
Each center is assigned a magnitude and a phase based upon
asymptotic expansion of the exact solution of a two dimen-
sional case of a plane geometry. By concentrating on scat-
tering centers, it is possible to predict the polarization
of the signal reradiated from each center and so to preserve
polarization dependence in computed result. It is also
possible to predict the dependence of radar scattering upon
bistatic angle, but this approach cannot include resonances
of the target.
B. SCATTERING BY A TUBULAR CYLINDER
Electromagnetic scattering from an infinite cylinder is
a two dimensional problem. Its solution has been established
for decades. For finite cylinders, Storer [Ref. 5] deals
with the case of long thin cylinder (a wire) and Kennedy
[Ref. 6] with a short thick cylinder (a disc). In practical
applications the finite structures are the cases of
interest
.
The geometric diffraction theory has been used by Ross
[Ref. 7] to calculate the EM scattering from a finite
cylinder where the cylinder was 25X long and 5 X in diameter.
This approach can only deal with problems near the optical
region. When dealing with problems in the resonance region
the complete Maxwell equations have to be used. One approach
to setup the boundary value problem is by using the
Chu-Stratton integral to formulate an integrodif ferent ial
equation.
15
The solution that will be shown in this chapter is for
circular tubular cylinder having very thin walls. Cylinder
with those specifications were tested in the Scattering
Laboratory at the Naval Postgraduate School and the measure-
ment data as shown in Chapter III was used to compare with
this theory.
The finite cylinder is assumed to be an infinitesimally
thin walled, perfectly conducting circular tube of radius
"a" and length "2h". Its center is located at the origin of
the cartesian coordinates (x,y,z); its axis coincides with
the z axis of the coordinates, so that the length extends
from z=-h to z=+h; Figure 2.2 . To simplify the equations,
the scaled cylindrical coordinates (p,<j>,z) have been used
(Figure 2.3 ) in which the cylinder length extends from z=-l
to z= + l and its radius is 1.
The surface current can flow only on the perfectly
conducting surfaces when the free space case is assumed; and
because of the thin walls the total surface current can be
assumed to exist only for -I<z<+1 and p=l. There are only
two current components: the circumferential current circles
around the cylinder in the $ direction while the axial
current travels along the cylinder in the z direction. Both
currents are functions of the position on the cylinder. In
terms of their Fourier coefficients the axial current
density K (4>,z) and the circumferential current density
K (<j),z) can be represented as equations 2.2 and 2.3 .
16
Figure 2.2 Cylinder in Cartesian Coordinates
K (<j>,z) = Z K iz)exp{in<j>} =
n=-oo zn
(2.2)





^(z)=K 20 (z) K ( -o(z) = ( 2 - 2 a )
(±1K v_ (z)=K (z)±K_, n ,(z)zn v y zn v ' Z(-n) v ' n*0 (2.2 b)
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Figure 2.3 Cylinder in Cylindrical Coordinates
K,}, (<J> , z )
=
n





K^nC 2 )cos (n4> ) + iK^^ z)s±n(n<f>)
Where- K#(z)=K, (z) kVo (z) = (2.3 a)
(±)SnU)^ n (z)±^ {_n)(z) n/0 (2.3 b)
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On the surface of the cylinder z takes on values in the
range of -l<z<+l and thus we can represent z by z-cos(v)
where 0<v<tt. Near the edges z=±l, the current density in <$,
direction approaches (1-z 2 ) -1' 2 and in z direction approaches





in equations 2.4 and 2.5 . K^ } P
can be defined by 2.2 a ,2.2 b ; and K^ )p by 2.3 a ,2.3 b.
K (z)=(l/ir)S KP sin[(p+l)v] (2.4)
zn p=0 zn
K, (z)=(l/nsinv)! K^ cos(pv) (2.5)
9 n p=0 <P n




in 2.5 is the sum of the inside and outside
surface currents. The inside surface current is oh p = l""
while the outside surface current is on p=l*. The radiations
due to these currents together with the incident electric
field E^ should satisfy the boundary conditions of Maxwell's
theory. For a tubular cylinder in a medium with homogeneous,
isotropic permittivity e and permeability p the relations
among the tangential components of the electric fields and
the surface current can be written as 2.6, 2.7, 2.8 and
2.9 [Ref. 8].
1
fr hj dZ K*n( z o) Gn( 1 ll z - 2 ol- 1 2 ) =
-1- ^ J»
-(2i/l1 l2 C )E;n («)
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./^oV^O^/^n-lt 1 !' 2-^'^
^n^idxU-Zol ,l 2 )]--f-2G n (l 1 |z-z | ,1 2 )>
h I+ (in/l 1 l 2 )f-z
_ i
dz K zn (z )G n (l 1 |z-z |,l 2 )
(2.7)
=-(2i/l 1 l 2 C )E| n (z)






Where: l 1 = kh=2TTh/X
1 2 =ka=2ira/ X
c =(u/OV*
Gn (l!|z-z | ,1 2 ) =
/(d*/2ir)exp[-in(^-t )]G[l 1 |z-z | ,21 2 |sin(4 > -« )/2|]
G(x 1 ,x2 ) = {exp[i(xf + x 22 ) 1/2 ]}/(x^x|)^
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Equations 2.6 and 2.7 can be obtained from the
Stratton-Chu equations [Refs. 9,4 pp. 99-107,464], together








. Equations 2.8 and 2.9 are boundary conditions for the






2.8 and 2.9 give the connection
between the current density on the cylinder surface and the
electric fields on the surface. For the back scattering
cross section, the far field should be obtained. Denote an
arbitrary point in the far field (p,<j>,z)by the vector r and
a point on the cylinder surface by the vector r Q , then in
the far field:
k|?|=(l 22 p 2 + l|z 2 ) 1/2 >>l
k|r|»(li*lJ)V*fck|r |
(2.10)
The scattered far field at point r will be 2.11 , 2.12




l 2 s )E 2 (p J <Kz) = (2.11)





sinScose /dz / (d* /2Tr)G(r-r )sin(<l)-<j) )K





l 2 C )E (p ,4>,z) = (2.12)
sin6cos9 /dz J (d4> /2Tr)G(r-r )K
z (4> ,z )
- 1 -IT
+cos 2 9 /dz Q 7(d<|> /2Tr)G(?-? )sin(«-(|) )K (<D ,z )
-1 - IT
-(2i/l 1 l 2 S )E 4) (p,<J),z) = (2.13)
=_/dz _/(d* /2 1T)G(?-? )cos(*- 0'^$^ *0' ^0
To simplify the equations, spherical coordinate would be







E r (r,8 ,<j) )=E p (p , <J> ,z)sin6+E z (P , <f>,z)cos
E Q (r,9,<})) = E p (p J 4),z)cos9-E z (p,4),z)sin'
(2.14)
(2.15)







(r,e,d > ) =
(-2i/l 1 l 2 C )E Q (r,e,<fr)=
(2.16)
(2.17)
-sine /dz J? (d(}» /2Tr)G(r-r )K z (*o 5 Zo)
-1 - TV




(-2i/l 1 l 2 ? )E.(r J 9,^)= (2.18)
1 T
= fdz 0jT(d4> /2TT)G(r-? )cos(<|»- ^Kj <| n ,z n )0^(()^0»^0.
Where G(r-r ) are approximated by 2.19 in the far field.


















= / (dv/ tt)cos (pv)exp [il cos ( 8)cosv] = i~p J (1 cos8)
and by using K p and K? from equations 2.4 and 2.5
,
the
» ° zn <p n a
fields in the far field region can be written as equations













= - E E i-(n+p) [(p+i)sine/l 1 cose]J 1 (l 1 cos8)j n (l.sine)















[-2i/l 1 l 2 C G(?)]E (j) (r,e,<j>)= (2.22)
= E Ei-(nvp)j (l 1 cose)J i;(l 2 sine)[-Ki-n) Psin(n^) + iKi + ) %os(n <J,)]n=0 p=0 c t r
At this point the scattered field in the far field
region is written in terms of the Fourier series expansion
of the surface current flowing on the cylinder. To calculate
the back scattering cross section of a cylinder the incident
wave should be inspected as in equation 2.1 . With a
linearly polarized plane incident wave on the target having
unit strength and zero phase at the center of the target,
the cross section is given by squation 2.23 and the phase
shift is given by squation 2.24 .






In the special case of broadside incidence with polari-
zation along the cylinder axis, which contained the z axis,
the propagation vector k is given by equation 2.25 and the
incident field on the surface of the cylinder by equation
2.26 .
k=kx (2.25)
Ej^ = z • exp[ikx] =z -exp[ikacos ( 4> )] (2.26)
Since E
z
is an even function in <J> , K zn (z) = and from
2.6 and 2.7 , only Ki
_)(z) is coupled to K ( + )(z). Thus K( "" } = 0.
' ^ <pn v ' r zn v/ ;n
In the far field the back scattered field has the compo-
nents Eg and Ea as shown on 2.27 and 2.28 and a total back
scattered field as in 2.29 .
[-2i/l 1 l 2 e G(r)]Ef (r,8,<|.)= (2.27)
= J U)"n (-l) p+1 [(2P+l)sine/l lC ose]
J, (1 cos6)Jn (l 2 sine)K z
+ )
'
2Pcos(n*) + Z I 't*+l ( - 1 )P+l
2p+l 1 z ^.ii n_^ p_Q
[ncose /1 2 sine ) J2p+1 (l 1 cos8 )J n (l 2 sine )K (|)n cos (n4>)
[-2i/lil2 S G(r)]E|(r,e,<|»)= (2.28)
= ! !i-n+1(-l) p J 2p+](l 1 cose)J r;(l 2 sine)K{;
)2 P+1 sin(n^
n=l p=0 ' y
25
[-2i/l 1 l 2 C G(r)]zEsc (r,Tr/2,iT) = (2.29)
= + i/2 z ±*jn a 2 )*l£>°
n =
Using equations 2.23 and 2.24 with 2.29 ,the back scat-
tered cross section and the phase shift of a tubular
cylinder is given by 2.30 and 2.31 .
o/ah=
= lim(47rr 2 /ah)
(2.30)
l





=(4nr 2 /ahk 2 r 2 ) UlW) ? in Jn(l 2 )Kzn ) '°
n =

















arg{ [exp(-ikr)G(r)/i] Ein Jn (l2 )*£ '°>n=0
= arg[ E rtj^jC' ]
n =
From equation 2.30 one can see that the back scattered
cross section of a tubular cylinder at the broadside aspect
angle is depended only on the Fourier components of the
axial surface current along the z direction. That assumption




The exact solutions to the back scattering cross
sections of targets are known only for few bodies. For
almost all cases approximate solutions have to be sought.
Experimental verification is the only justification for a
good approximation.
The back scattering measurement facility in the
Scattering Laboratory of the Naval Postgraduate School is an
indoor range designed for model measurements above 2GHz . The
distance from the antennas to the target, the target itself
and the radar output wavelength are scaled down from life
size. One advantage of using the indoor range is the practi-
cability of testing models that are smaller and cheaper than
full scale targets, even though tighter specifications on
target details have to be met. This chapter deals with the




Figure 3.1 is a block diagram showing the signal flow of
the setup. Table 1 is a list of the equipment in the setup.
The frequency and output power level of the signal
generator HP-8672A is controled by an HP-85 Microcomputer.
The output RF signal from the signal generator enters an
GaAs wide band amplifier which is operated at saturation to
provide an output of about 23dBm. The amplified RF signal is
then passed through the directional coupler to feed the
transmitting horn antenna. The returned signal from the
scattered field of the target is collecter by the receiving


































converter, HP-8411A. The portion of the transmitting signal
coupled out through the directional coupler, is attenuated
to get 43dB attenuation before it is fed to the reference
port of the harmonic frequency converter. The harmonic
frequency converter and the network analyzer HP-8410C, with
the phase-magnitude display HP-8412B function as a phase
difference and magnitude ratio meter between the transmit-
ting and receiving signals. The phase difference and the
magnitude ratio are converted to volts that are measured by
the digital voltmeters HP-3456A and HP-3455A. The digital
word from the voltmeters is then transfered to the microcom-
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The antennas used in this system are identical linearly
polarized horn antennas. The scattered electric field from a
target has three components. An antenna will pick a linear
combination of the components and couple it to the receiver
through a transmission line.
The polarization of the transmitting and receiving












Where q-Unit column matrix defining the polarization
of transmitting antenna
p-Unit row matrix defining the polarization of
receiving antenna
y-An angle which donates the orientation of





For linear horizontal polarization the matrices are





The target has a complex scattering matrix which is a
function of the geometry of the target and the frequency of
the incident wave. Assuming a uniform plane incident wave at
the target, the scattering matrix is a linear relation
between the incident electric field and the scattered far
field from the target. The Maxwell equations are linear as
long as e and \i are linear. This is true even if e and \i are
unisotropic and inhomogeneous . The scattering matrix can be
written as 3.5
S =
/a HHexp(ip HH ) /aH 'exp(i Pm/ )HV
/a VHexp(ip VH ) aw exp(ipw )
(3.5)
Where "a -Magnitude of the scattering matrix element
p
-Phase of the scattering matrix element
H-Denotes horizontal polarization
v-Denotes vertical polarization
The radar cross section of a target with scattering
matrix S and obtained by a pair of transmitting and
receiving antennas with polarization q and p respectively
will be 3.6
a.|pSq| 2 (3.6)





The characteristics of these antennas are given in
Appendix A. These antennas are mounted on the wall of an
anechoic chamber in the Scattering Laboratory at the Naval
Postgraduate School. All measurements were taken inside the
chamber. The characteristics of the anechoic chamber is
given in Appendix B and it was discussed in great detail by
Mariategui [Ref. 10].
B. TARGETS
Figure 3.2 shows the orientation of the cylinder in the
anechoic chamber. The antennas- to- target distance was two
meters. The targets were a set of tubular circular cylinders
made of thin walled brass of various lengths and diameters.
Figure 3.3 shows the dimensions of the cylinders.
The back scattering cross section of a tubular cylinder
depends on the following parameters:
(l)The cylinder length (2h).
(2)The cylinder diameter (2a).
(3)The cylinder wall thickness.
(4)Azimuth aspect angle.
(5)Cylinder tilt angle.
(6 transmitting antenna polarization.
(7)Receiving antenna polarization.
(8 )Transmitter frequency (f).
In the measurements the effects of varying wall thick-
ness was neglected because it was small compared to the
wavelengths and other dimensions of the cylinders. The
polarization was always parallel to the axis of the
cylinder. The remaining three parameters were varied and
their effects on the back-scattering cross section of the
cylinder were studied. Table 2 gives the characteristics of







Figure 3.2 Orientation of Targets in Anechoic Chamber
Dimensions of TARGET20 and TARGET21 are shown in Figure
3.4 . These targets are cylinders with four rectangular fins
having the dimensions: 0.75x0.375x0.01 inches. The axis of
the cylinder coincides with the z axis in both targets while
the fins are on the x-y axiss in TARGET20 and 45 degrees of
the axiss in TARGET21.
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Figure 3.3 Cylinders Dimensions
34




Name Description Length (2h) Diameter (2a)
in inches in inches
TARGET1 Plane cylinder 2.0 0.375
TARGET2 Plane cylinder 2.0 0.5
TARGET3 Plane cylinder 2.0 0.75
TARGET4 Plane cylinder 2.25 0.375
TARGET5 Plane cylinder 2.25 0.5
TARGET6 Plane cylinder 2.25 0.75
TARGET7 Plane cylinder 2.5 0.375
TARGET8 Plane cylinder 2.5 0.5
TARGET9 Plane cylinder 2.5 0.75
TARGET10 Plane cylinder 2.75 0.375
TARGET11 Plane cylinder 2.75 0.5
TARGET12 Plane cylinder 2.75 0.75
TARGET13 Plane cylinder 3.0 0.375
TARGET14 Plane cylinder 3.0 0.5
TARGET15 Plane cylinder 3.0 0.75
TARGET16 Plane cylinder 1.5 0.375
TARGET17 Plane cylinder 4.5 0.75
TARGET18 Plane cylinder 2.5 0.625
TARGET19 Plane cylinder 3.75 0.625
TARGET20 Cylinder with fins 3.0 0.75
TARGET21 Cylinder with fins 3.0 0.75
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C. MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE
The cross section is defined in terms of a uniform plane
incident wave. The radiation of the antenna approximates
that of a dipole and is not a plane wave. To get a good
plane wave approximation, a distance that satisfied 3.8
,
3.9 and 3.10 was chosen. The relationship shown in 3.10
assumed difference of no more then 20 degrees between the
phase at the center and the edges of the target [Ref. 11].
r>10X (3.8)
r>10D (3.9)
r>2D 2 / x (3.10)
Where r-Antenna to target distance.
D-Maximum dimension of the target.
A-Wavelength of the transmitted wave.
The signal picked up by the receiving antenna is the
vectoral sum of the target echo and the background radia-
tion. To cancel the coupling between the antennas and the
direct back scattering from the support and the walls, back-
ground measurement was carried out by measuring the echo
returned when the target was not present. The difference
between signals when the target was present and when the
target was absent gave the echo signal of the target.
Calibration of the system to take into account the char-
acteristics of the system which are dependent on frequencies
and to relate the echo signal power to the target back
scattering cross section and phase shift was achieved by
37
measuring, the echo signal from a sphere and comparing the
experimental results to theoretical values. The theoretical
data was calculated by Mie series computed with the Sphere
program [Appendix C] . The calibration was done with the
Calib program [Appendix D] . Measurements of back scattering
of the target were done with the Target program [Appendix
E] . Description and explanations of the computer programs
were given by Lolic [Ref. 12].
The instruments add noise to the measurement data. This
noise is white noise and to minimize its effects, each
target was measured five times and averaged. Before each
measurement new calibration was done to minimize the noise
effects in the calibration. For phase shift near ±180
degrees the average procedure did not take care of the
discontinuity properly and the averaged result depended on
the number of times the measured values took on +180 or -180
degrees
.
Measurement errors that could not be controled are the
coupling between the target and the support and the bistatic
coupling which is the strong target scattered lobs in the
forward hemisphere (away from the antennas) and then back to
the receiving antenna from the walls. The latter effect is




The measured results of the 21 targets were plotted and
given at the end of this chapter (Figure 3.5 to 3.46 ).
Those plots contained cross section and phase shift versus
frequency data, for each target. The theoretical data are
given in Tables 3 to 23 . The data was used for comparison
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IV. DATA ANALYSIS
ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA
The experimental data on the back scattered cross
section of a tubular cylinder obtained in the Scattering
Laboratory as described in Chapter III are analyzed. The
cross section under the circumstances described in Chapter
III is a function of three parameters:
(1) The length of the cylinder (2h)
(2) The diameter of the cylinder (2a).
(3) The frequency of the incident wave (f).
This is shown in equation 4.1
a=G(a,h,f) (4.1)
The experimental data as shown in Figures 3.5 to 3.46 shows
the dependence of the cross section on frequency for cylin-
ders of fixed lengths and diameters.
To isolate the dependence of the back scattering cross
section on the length of a cylinder, the constant parame-
teres should be the cylinder diameter and the frequency.
This was achieved by using five cylinders with the same
diameter and taking the cross section of each one of them at
the same frequency. Table 24 shows the targets used for each
diameter.
The frequencies checked were 10.1,11,12,13,14 and 15 GHz
and the results are given at the end of this chapter in
Figures 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 .
In Figure 4.1 for 2a=0.375", one can see that the curve
has tilt at f=10.1 when 2h=2.7; for f=ll the tilt occures at
2h=2.5 and for f=12 this happens at 2h=2.25. The line seems
102
TABLE 24
Targets with Constant 2a




2.25 TARGET4 TARGET5 TARGET
6
2.5 TARGET7 TARGET8 TARGET9
2.75 TARGET10 TARGET11 TARGET12
3.0 TARGET 13 TARGET14 TARGET15
to have the same slope in all these graphs near this point.
The same phenomenon appears for 2h=2.75 at f=ll; 2h=2.5 at
f=12 and 2h=2.25 at f=13. In Figure 4.2 for 2a=0.5" the same
phenomenon occurs at 2h=2.75 and f=12
,
2h=2.5 and f=13
and2h=2.25 and f=14. For 2a=0.75" in Figure 4.3 this occurs
at 2h=2.75, f=ll and 2h=2.4, f=12; and another at 2h=2.5,
f=13 and 2h=2.25, f=14.
This phenomenon leads to the assumption that the back
scattering cross section of a tubular cylinder has a depen-
dence not on h by itself but on combination of f and h. For
those points mentioned above, the product 2hf is shown in
Table 25 .
Thus the cross section of a tubular cylinder can be
written as a function of hf or kh where k=2Trf/c and is shown






B. COMPARISON BETWEEN MEASUREMENTS AND THEORY
From equations 2.30 one can see that a , when properly
normalized, (e.g. divided by ah or multiplied by k 2 ) depends
only on two variables which are combinations of a, h and k.
This dependence is shown in equation 4.3 , where l^=kh and
l2=ka. This equation can also be written as 4.4 .
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TABLE 25
2hf for Discontinuity Points
2a f 2h 2hf
10.1 2.7 27.25
0.375 11 2.5 27.5
12 2.25 27.0
11 2.75 30.25
0.375 12 2.5 30.0
13 2.25 29.25
12 2.75 30.25
0.5 12 2.75 30.0
13 2.25 29.25
0.75 11 2.75 30.25
12 2.4 28.8
0.75 13 2.5 52.5
14 2.25 31.5












For cylinders with a constant h/a, a/ah can be plotted
as a function of ka on the same graph. This effectively
expands the frequency range over which data can be obtained





Cylinders with the Same h/a
Target name Length Diameter h/a
TARGET16 1.5" 0.375" 4
TARGET2 2" 0.5" 4
TARGET18 2.5" 0.625" 4
TARGET15 3" 0.75" 4
TARGET4 2.25" 0.375" 6
TARGET 14 3" 0.5" 6
TARGET 19 3.75" 0.625" 6
TARGET 17 4.5" 0.75" 6
Figure 4.4 is the graph for h/a=4 and Figure 4.5 for h/a=6
The ka range covered by each target is shown on Table 27 .
TABLE 27
ka Range Covered by Each Target
Target Name h/a minimum ka maximum ka
TARGET 16 4 1.01 1.50
TARGET2 4 1.34 2.00
TARGET 18 4 1.68 2.49
TARGET15 4 2.01 2.99
TARGET4 6 1.01 2.00
TARGET 14 6 1.34 2.00
TARGET19 6 1.68 2.49
TARGET17 6 2.01 2.99
The overlapping points as shown on these graphs show
that the experimental data are in agreement with the overall
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shape. However, the small variations in the overlapping
regions do not seem to fall at the same places. The reason
for this discrepancy were discussed as measurement errors in
Chapter III.
The overall shape is used to compare with theoretical
predictions obtained by Professor Lee at the Naval
Postgraduate School through solving equations 2.30 and 2.31
[Ref. 13]. This data is shown in Figure 4.6 for h/a=4 and
in Figure 4.7 for h/a=6. Theoretical values and experimental
data are plotted together in Figures 4.8 and 4.9 . In this
figures one can see that there is very good agreement up to
the point where ka is about 1.9. From that point to ka equal
approximately 2.5 the minima and maxima of the experimental
curve is shifted in ka by about 0.08.
The reason for the shifting and the disagreement at
these points can be explained by the fact that there is wall
thickness in the measured targets while the theory assumes
infinitesimal thickness. The points of ka=1.9 and ka=2.5 are
special because they correspond to the first two cutoff
frequencies for the cylindrical waveguide modes: ka=1.8415
is the cutoff point for H
1;L
mode and ka = 2.4046 is the cutoff
point for EQ1 mode [Ref. 14]. At ka=1.8415 the wave starts
to propagate without attenuation inside the cylinder. Since
this value is determined by the inner diameter of the
cylinder, the wall thickness cause the phenomenon to occur
at a higher frequency and so produces the shift in the
minima and maxima. Above ka=2.4, E 01 mode adds to the H,i
mode and the total field inside the cylinder is the vectoral
sum of those two modes. These effects were included in the
theoretical calculation but the wall thickness was not.
The measured phase shift is shown in Figures 4.10 and
4.11 and the theoretical phase shift is given in Figures
4.12 and 4.13 . The comparison as shown in Figures 4.14 and
4.15 shows agreement between the theory and the experiment.
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The constant phase shift in the overall curve is due the
calibration of the system. It was done with a 3.187" sphere
while the targets are 0.375" to 0.75" in diameter. That
caused small phase shift because the targets were not at the
same height as the calibration sphere. At ka=2.75 where the
phase shift is near ±180 degrees, the average of ±180
degrees produced the data points near 180(m-2n)/m degrees
which appear in Figures 4.14 and 4.15 . Here 0<n<m and m is
the number of averages taken.
The comparison between the theory and the measured data
leads to conclusions that can be used for future work in
this project, that will discused in Chapter V.
C. RESULTS FOR CYLINDERS WITH FINS
As the first step for future work on employing target
identification scheme through the cross section as a func-
tion of the frequency, two cylinders with fins attached have
been measured (TARGET20 and TARGET21). The results as shown
in Figure 3.43 and 3.44 are compared with the cylinder of
the same length and diameter, TARGET15. The fins are like
reflectors in TARGET20 and like corner reflectors in
TARGET21. The comparison shows that the back scattered cross
section of TARGET20 is much smaller then TARGET15. The
reason might be that the axial current that flow on the fins
cause field that add vectorally to the field created by the
current flowing on the cylinder and in this spatial case it
happens to be added destructively. A detailed study on the
surface current distribution on the cylinder without fins
may lead to explanations about how the fins change the
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The exact solution to the scattering by a tubular
cylinder from the broadside was presented. From that solu-
tion one can see that at this aspect angle the scattered
field dependes only on the axial surface current flowing in
the z direction. The exact solution was used to develop
theoretical predictions to the broadside back scattering
cross section and phase shift of a finite tubular cylinder.
Measurements of cross section and phase shift have been done
and the results were analyzed and compared to the theoret-
ical data. The comparison shows that the results of the
measurement and the theory are in very good agreement. Both
theoretical and experimental data shows that the frequency
range that has been chosen is good because the back scat-
tering cross section is about fifteen times bigger then the
cylinder dimensions, or equivalent ly , the cross section in
the optical region. The increment in the cross section made
the signal easier to be detected and analyzed.
These results as well as the problems that have been
arised will be used for further work on this project in
developing target identification schemes through the obser-
vation of the back scattered field from a target.
A. KNOWN PROBLEM AREAS
When more complicated bodies than the tubular cylinder
are used as targets, the only way to study thier back scat-
tered field is by using the measured data. This is why the
most important problem that has to be addressed is to under-
stand the discrepancies between theory and experiment that
have been discovered. As a first step, the effects of the
support should be studied by using different supports.
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Another problem that discovered is the error in the
average procedure for phase shift near ±180 degrees. That
can be solve with a proper averaging procedure. Because of
the system noise in the lower frequency range the measure-
ments were done over the range of 10 to 15 Ghz and required
the use of several scaled cylinders to expand the frequency
range. This introduced errors due to the differences in the
inner to outer diameters ratio. By achieving stability in
the frequency response of the receiver, one cylinder can be
used for a larger frequency range and thus all the parame-
ters will remain constant for all the frequencies.
B. WHERE FUTURE WORK IS NEEDED
To understand the effects of cylindrical waveguide modes
on the back scattering of a tubular cylinder, the solid
cylinder should be studied. The closed ends of the cylinder
introduce current in the transverse directions but prevent
the wave from propagating inside the cylinder. Adding fins
to the cylinder to investigate their effects on the induced
surface current on the cylinder should be carried out next.
The effects of the dimensions of the fins and their position
on the cylinder, on the scattered fields are the most
interesting.
Tests on models of real targets are the last step in the
evaluation of this scheme and different aspect angles should
be studied. For real-life targets, the wavelength should be
scaled as the ratio between the models and the targets. That
means production of radars that will work at frequencies at
a few hundreds of MHz. This system should include a computer
that has the ability to store data about the parameters of
different targets of interest and by comparison between













<20dB below 5.5 GHz




The anechoic chamber is internally lined with absorber
material; this material provides the necessary attenuation
to the reflection from the walls. Under the absorber
material there is an aluminium surface for isolation against
external sources of noise such as atmospheric noise and man
made noise sources.
Physical dimensions:
Longitudinal length 20 ft
.
Lateral length 10 ft.
Height 10 ft.
The absorber material used in the walls of the chamber
is EHP-8 Rantec microwave absorber; cut into a precise
pyramidal configuration. Figure B.l shows the mechanical
specifications as well as the maximum reflections at normal
incidence. For the material used in the floor, ceiling,
lateral and front walls. The absorber material used for the
back wall operates with more absorption at lower frequen-
cies, and the height of the cones is also different. The
specifications of the back wall absorber material are shown
























































































































































































































































































FflP-FIELD FROM fl PERFECTLY
CONDUCTING SPHERE.
THE INCIDENT FIELD IS R
LINEARLY POLARIZED PLANE W
AVE WITH ZERO PHASE AT THE C
ENTER OF THE SPHERE.
THE THEORETICAL VALUES TO
BE COMPUTED ARE THE BACK-SC-
ATTER I NG CROSS-SECT I ON AND
! THE PHASE OF THE FAR FIELD
INTERPOLATED TO THE CENTER
OF THE SPHERE .
THEORETICAL VALUES ARE
STORED IN FILES OF BOO
RECORDS, ONE FOR EACH FREQ
UENCY FROM 2 . 02 GHZ TO IS GH
Z RT . 02 GHZ STEPS
.
140 i
150 ! "THEQRi .DRIVE 1 " FOR THE
1 60 ! 1" DIAMETER SPHERE
170 ! "THE0R3 DRIVE1" FOR THE
ISO ' 3.187" DIAMETER SPHERE
1 90 ! "THE0P.4 . DRIVE 1 " FOR THE
200 ! 4.75" DIAMETER SPHERE

















290 X9=2*PI j PAPAMETER
3 i
310 01=2 ! STARTING FREQ IN GHZ
320 Q2=1S ! FINAL FPEO IN GHZ
33B 04=02 ! FREQ STEP IN GHZ




370 CREATE H*, 300, IS ! OPEN A NE
W FILE WITH 300 RECORDS
380 ! OF 16 BYTES EACH EVERY
390 ! RECORD STRORES ONE MAGNITU


































































R3SIGN# i TO Hf























L8= I NT < 2*K8*R8 + 3 >
1^ L8<145 THEN 658






FOR N=l TO L8
L=L0-N+1
M3 = D8 < L > '-2 + D9 (L) A 2
M9 =B8CL) --£ + B9<L> A2
R7=>:L+ 5> M3.'M9
R8=R7* (. B9 < L >*D9<L> -B8 <L > *D8 C
L>>








P0 = RTN2>'E9, E8>
E0=E8/KO*2*K1
N
P8 =P0-X9* I NT ( P0.--X9 >









=t2P» N2=2#Z2+L_fl + l
930 Dl=2*N2+3
949 D2=Di*C2*N2+5)
950 D3=D2t<:i'tN2 + 7)
968 D4=D3*<2*N2+9>
970 F 1 = 1 -22 'Dl+Z2 A 2'/ '':2*02>-Z2~3/
<6*03>
















120 FOR K=i TO H0
130 H=L0-K-1










210 B8 (. 1 > = 3 1 H C Z > •Z-CGS < Z >
220 6S<2> = <3/-Z A2-i>*SIN<Z>-3*C0
3 ( Z > •••' Z
230 FOR N=3 TO L0
240 B8<N>=<2*N-1 >*B8<N-1 >/Z-BS<
H-2>
250 NEXT H
260 B9 < 1 > =-S I N < Z ) -COS < Z > 'Z
270 E:9< 2 > = ''. i -3 'Z^2> *COS<Z> -3*31
N<Z>'Z
230 FOR H=3 TO L0
290 B9aO = <2*M-l>*B9(N-l >.'Z-B9<:
N-2>
300 NEXT N
310 D3< 1 ;• = «' i-l"ZA2>*SIN<Z>+C0S<
320 D9 < 1 ) = < 1 /'Z'N2-1 ) *CQS ( Z >+S I N (
Z > / z
330 FOR N = 2 TO L0
340 03 '.! N > =B8 < H- 1 > -N*B8 ( N > *'Z













































CALIBRATION using A sphere
OVER L9-U9 GHZ fiT F9 GHZ
STEPS BRSED ON THEORETICAL
VALUES COMPUTED USING THE P
POGRflM " SPHERE .DPI VE@
"
" THE RESULTED SYSTEM TRANS-
FER FUNCTION IS STORED AS
=
" CflLI E3 . DP I VE 1 " (31 87 " >
A* IS THE FILE STORING THE
BACKGROUND DATA
.
C* IS THE FILE STORING THE
SYSTEM TRANSFER FUNCTION
! H* IS THE FILE STORING
THEORETICAL DATA OF THE SPHE
RE







X9=2tPI ! A PARAMETER
i
OPTION BASE 1
H0=3 ! NUMBER OF READINGS
! TAKEN AND AVERAGED FOR ONE
! FPEQ.
i
F9=. 1 ! FREQ. STEP IN GHZ
i
Ml =51 ! Ml = aJ9-L9>-'F9 + 2
! NUMBER OF FREQ CHECKED.
i
L9=10.1 ! LOWER FREQ. IN GHZ
U9=15 ! UPPER FREQ. IN GHZ
t
DIM A<:51,2> ! BACKGROUND
DATA
DIM B(51,2> ! TARGET DATA
DIM G3<5L2) ! THEORY
CREATE C*, Ml, 16
CREATE A$,Mi, 16
STORE CALIBRATION AND BACK
GROUND DATA IN A FILE OF Ml
RECORDS
! EACH RECORD CONTAINS ONE
MAGNITUDE AND ONE PHASE
! DATA AT A FREQUENCY
132
426 i
438 ! READING THE THEORETICAL DA
TA
440 !
459 ASSIGN* 1 TO H*
46G> K0=<L9-2-F9*2>*58
4 79 FOR 1=1 TO Ml
489 K0=K0+50*F9




510 ASSIGN* 1 TO *
520 GOSUE 2170 ! HEADER.
530 DISP "DO YOU WANT TO USE THE
MOST RECENT BACKGROUND DATA
? Y ' N "
540 INPUT P*
550 IF P$="N" THEN b30
570 ! READING BACKGROUND DATA.
5S0 !
590 ASSIGN* 4 TO A*
600 READ* 4 ; A-:, >
610 ASSIGN* 4 TO *
620 GOTO 830
630 CLEAR
640 REMOTE 7 ! REMOTE ALL
DEVICES
650 CLEAR 7 ! CLEAR ALL DEVICES
66% ! INITIALIZE SI G. GEN TO FIRS
T FREQ.
670 OUTPUT 719 ; "P" , L9, " 2 1K9L3M0
N601"
630 CLEAR
G'3<d DISP "REMOVE TARGET FROM CHA
MBER,PUSH 'CONT' WHEN READY"
700 LOCAL 7




750 DISP "TAKING BACKGROUND DATA
ii
760 PRINT
770 ! PRINT "BACKGROUND DATA"
780 PRINT
790 OUTPUT 719 ; " P " , L9 , " Z 1 K0L3MO
N60 1 "




330 ! STORING BACKGROUND DATA
340 »
350 ASSIGN* 3 TO A$
360 PRINT* 3 ; A< ,
>




399 DISP "PUT TARGET INTO CHflMBE
R.. PUSH ' CONT' WHEN READY"
916 DISP "TARGET IS ",S*




960 DISP "COMPUTING TAP GET DATA"
970 PRINT
980 ! PRINT "TARGET DATA"
990 PRINT





1030 PRINT " n
1040 PRINT "TRANS. FUNCTION", S*
1050 PRINT " "
1 060 !
1070 ! CALCULATE AND STORE TRANS
FER FUNCTION.
1 080 !
1090 ASSIGN* 2 TO C$
1100 FOP M=l TO Ml
1110 ni=b<;m, 1>-A<M, 1>
1 120 N2=B<M, 2>-A<M,2>
1130 X6 =G3 <M , 1 > -' < N 1 ~ 2+N2 A 2
)
1 1 40 X7 =G3 < M . 2 > -ATN2 ( N2 , N 1 >
1 150 X7*X7-X9*INT<X7*'X9)
1160 IF X7>PI THEN X7=X7-X9
1 170 PRINT* 2,M ; X6,X7
USD ! PRINT USING 970 ; M,X6,X7
1190 IMAGE DD, IX, "X6=" , SD . DDDE , 1
y . "y?="
. SD . DDDE
1200 NEXT M
1210 ASSIGN* 2 TO *
1220 CLEAR
1230 DISP "CALIBRATION COMPLETED
,DATA STORED IN",C$








1320 ! BACKGROUND DATA COLLECTIO
N SUBROUTINE
1 330 !
1340 ! OUTPUT <:L9-F3> TO U9 GHZ AT
F3 GHZ STEPS
1350 J=10*<L3-2*F9> ! FREQUENCY
STARS AT L9-F9 GHZ
134
1760 FOP K=i TQ Ml ! NUMBER OF
FREQUENCY STEPS
1370 J=J+10*F9
1780 IMAGE 1A, 32, 14A
1390 OUTPUT 71? USING 1380 ; "P"
, J > " 002 1 K0L3M0N60 1
"










































! CALCULATE REAL& I MAG I NARY





A ( K , 2 ) = 1
1
! PRINT USING 2040 ; R<K,1)
, R < K , 2 )
NEXT K




SUBROUTINE TO ENTER AMPLI
TUDE AND PHASE DATA FROM DI
GITAL VOLTMETERS
i
! PREPARE DIGITAL VOLTMETER
TO SEND AMPLITUDE DATA
! NO READINGS TAKEN AND AVE
RAGED FOR ONE FRED. .
i
V1=0 ! PARAMETERS FOP THE
F1=0 ! AVERAGING PROCESS.
FOR L=l TO NO
OUTPUT 720 ; "P0F1R1T121FLOM
O"
WAIT 10
ENTER 720 ; V
WAIT 10
OUTPUT 722 , "F1R7T1M3A0H1 "
WAIT 10






F = F1 -NO
Al=10-F ! TRAN'
FROM VOLTS.
• FER TO MAG
135




1836 I PRINT USING 1318 ; K,A1,P
1
1349 IMAGE DO, 2X, "fl=" .• MD
. DD0E.2X







1910 ! TARGET DATA COLLECTION
SUBROUTINE
1920 !
1930 ! OUTPUT <L9-F9) TO U9 GHZ AT
F 9 G H 2 '" TE P S
1940 J=18*<L9-2*F9> ! FREQUENCY
STARS AT L9-F9 GHZ
1950 FOR K=i TO Ml ! NUMBER OF
FREQUENCY STEPS
1*h& J=J+10*F9
1970 IMAGE 1A,3Z, 14A
1980 OUTPUT 719 USING 1970 ; "P"
, J, "00Z1K8L3M0N6O1
"
1990 ! TAKE DATA IN FROM 7223*720
1820 GOSUB 1410
2«0R GOSUB 1589






2«60 ! PRINT USING 2040 ; B<K,1>
, B < K , 2 >
2970 IMAGE 4'A, "R=" , SD . DDDE, 2X, "I
="















2200 DISP "CALIBRATION STANDARD"
, S*

















10 ! "TRRGET. DRIVE©"
20 !
38 ! TARGET BfiCK-SCRTTER IMG
46 ! USING C* DATA & STORE
RESULTS IN G*
50 ! FREQUENCIES = L9-U9 GHZ RT
F9 GHZ STEPS
t'O !
70 ! FILE C* STORES THE SYSTEM
TRANSFER FUNCTION
80 ! FILE GS STORES TARGET DATA
OBTAINED FROM THIS PROGRAM
90 ! FILE H* STORES THEORETICAL
VALUES FOR PLOTTING OVERLAY
190 ! FILE A* STORES BACKGROUND
DATA
1 10 C*= K CALIB3. DRIVE1"
120 G*-="SCR3. DRIVE 1"
130 H*= M THE0R3 . DRIVE 1"
1 40 A*= " BKGRND DP I VE 1
"
150 !
160 ! CREATE G* . 52 , 24
170 ! STORE TARGET DATA IN FILE
180 ! OF Ml+1 RECORDS FIRST ONE
190 ! FOR THE AVERAGE PROCEDURE
290 ! AND THE REST CONTAINS THE
210 ! FREQUENCY MAGNETUDE AND
2 20 ! PHASE SHIFT.
2~*0 '
240 ! CREATE A$,51, 16
250 1 STORE CALIB. AND BACKGROUH
DATA IN A FILE OF Ml RECORDS
260 ! EACH RECORD CONTAINS ONE M
AG. AND PHASE AT A FREQ
.
270 '
230 OPTION BASE 1
290 N0=2 ! NUMBER OF READINGS
390 ! TAKEN AND AVERAGED FOR ONE
FREQUENCY.
310 !
320 DIM A''.51,2> ! BACKGROUND DAT
A
330 DIM B<:51,2> ! TARGET DATA
340 DIM G4'-:5i,2> ! CALIBRATION




390 ! Nl = <:U9-L9'.'/F9 + 2 NUMBER OF
400 i FREQ. CHECKED.
4 10 F9=.l ! FPEQ. STEPS IN GHZ.
138
428 US* 15 ! UPFEF FREQ IN GHZ
436 L9=18.1 ! LOWER FREQ. IN GHZ




470 1 READING TRANSFER FUNCTION
400 I
4 90 ASSIGN* 1 TO C*
500 READ* 1 i G4'.:,>
510 ASSIGN* 1 TO t
520 ! MRT PRINT USING 370 , G4
530 IMRGE 2X,3D.4D
540 !
550 REMOTE 7 ' REMOTE RLL
DEVICES
560 CLEAR 7 ! CLEAR ALL DEVICES
570 OUTPUT 71? ; "P1Z1K6L3N8N601"
! INITIAL SETUP OF 719
580 CLEAR
590 DISP "DO YOU WANT TO USE THE




620 IF P*="H U THEN 788
630 !
640 ! READING BACKGROUND DATA
650 !
660 ASSIGN* 4 TO R$
670 READ* 4 , A< ,
)
S88 ASSIGN* 4 TO *
6 9 O G T 8 6
700 DISP "REMOVE TARGET FROM
CHAMBER, PUSH 'CONT' WHEN PER
DY"
710 LOCAL 7
720 BEEP @ BEEP
730 PAUSE
740 DISP "TAKING BACKGROUND DATA
II
750 REMOTE 7
760 OUTPUT 719 * " P " , L9 , " Z 1 K0L3M0




800 ! STORING BACKGROUND DATA.
8 1 !
S20 ASSIGN* 5 TO A*
830 PRINT* 5 .; AC>
8 40 ASSIGN* 5 TO *
850 CLEAR
860 DISP "PUT TARGET INTO CHAMBE
R/PUSH 'CONT' WHEN READY"
370 LOCAL 7




910 OUTPUT 71? ; "P" , L9, "Z1K0L3M0




950 DISP "COMPUTING TARGET DATA"
960 GOSUB 3099
970 !
980 ! COMPUTING TARGET DATA
990 ! WITHOUT BACKGROUND AND THE
1900 ! FREQ. FOR EACH RECORD.
1010 F0=L9-2*F9
1820 FOR M=l TO Nl
1030 F0=FO+F9
1040 N<M, 1 )=F8





1 090 X8 = ATN2 (. X8 , X7 > +G4 < M , 2
1 1 OO X8=X8-X9* I NT < X8/X9
>
1110 IF X8>PI THEN X8=X8-X9
1 120 N<M,3>=X3
1130 NEXT M
1140 DISP "PRINT DATA? Y'N"
1150 BEEP (? BEEP
1 160 INPUT P*
1170 IF P$="N" THEN 1210
1180 PRINT " FREQ CRSEC
PHASE"
1190 MAT PRINT USING 1200 ; N
1200 IMAGE 2X.. 3D.4D
1218 CLEAR
1228 LOCAL 7
1230 DISP "PLOT MAGNITUDE FOR
THIS MEASURMENT? Y'N"
1240 INPUT P*
1250 IF PI="H n THEN 1298





1300 DISP "PLOT PHASE FOR THIS
MEASURMENT ? Y.'N"
1310 BEEP (? BEEP
1320 INPUT Ft
1330 IF P$= ,, N" THEN 1370






1380 DISP "DO YOU WANT TO MAKE
AVERAGE WITH PREVIUSE
DATA?"
1390 DISP "?Y.'N M
1400 BEEP @ BEEP
1410 INPUT P*
1420 IP P$»"Y" THEN 1710
1430 DISP "DO YOU WANT TO STORE
DflTfl ? Y/N "
1440 INPUT P*
1450 IP P*="N" THEN 2240
1460 110=1
1470 DISP "DO YOU WANT TO STORE
DATA IN FILE"
1480 DISP G*
1490 DISP "" Y/N"
1500 INPUT P*
1510 IF P$="Y" THEN 1586
1520 DISP "ENTER NAME OF THE DAT
A FILE TO BE USED FOP STORE
GE"
1530 INPUT G*
1540 DISP "IS THIS AN OLD FILE
TO BE UPDATED ? Y'N "
1550 INPUT P$
1560 IF P*=_ ii v . ii THEN 158G
1570 CREATE G*,53,24
1580 DISP "ENTER LENGTH OF TARGE
T"
1590 BEEP a BEEP
1600 INPUT Ml
1610 DISP "ENTER DIAMETER OF TAR
GET"
1620 BEEP 3 BEEP
1630 INPUT M2
1640 !
1650 ! STORE MEASURED DATA.
1660 !
1670 ASSIGN* 2 TO G$
1680 PRINT* 2 , M0,M1,M2,N<, >
1690 ASSIGN* 2 TO *
17O0 GOTO 2240
1710 DISP "DOES THE DATA STORED
IN FILE"
1720 DISP G*
1730 DISP "? Y'N"
1740 INPUT P*
1750 IF p*="Y" THEN 1S30
1760 DISP "ENTER NAME OF DATA





18O0 ! READ OLD DATA
1810 ' AND MAKES WIGHTED AVERAGE
1820 ! WITH NEW DATA.
141
1838 ASSIGN* 6 TO Gt-
1 840 READ# S M8 , M
1
, M2 , M9 < ,
)
185Gi RSSIGH* 6 TO *
1869 FOR K=l TO HI
1870 M9<K, 2>=M9<K,2>*M0+N<K,2>
1 880 M9 < K , 2 > = M9 < K , 2>^<M0+1 >
1890 M9 <. K > 3 > =M9 < K , 3 > *M0+N < K , 3
>






I960 ! STORE HEW AVERAGE.
1970 ASSIGN* 7 TO G$
1980 PRIHT# 7 ; MO , Ml , M2, N< ,
>
1990 RSSIGNt 7 TO *
2O00 PRIHT "OflTfi IS AVERAGE OF",
M0, "MEASUREMENTS"
2010 DISP "PRIHT DATA? Y/'N"
202O BEEP @ BEEP
2930 INPUT P*
204O IF P*="N" THEH 2080
205O PRIHT " FREQ CRSEC
PHASE"
206O MAT PRIHT USIHG 1200 i H
2070 IMAGE 2X..3D.4D
208O DISP "PLOT MAGNITUDE? Y'H"
209O BEEP 8 BEEP
2100 INPUT P*
2110 IF P$="H" THEN 2 150
2120 DISP "SELECT PEN FOR MAGHIT






2160 DISP "PLOT PHASE? Y.-H"
2170 BEEP @ BEEP
2180 INPUT Pt
2190 IF P*="N" THEH 2236
2200 DISP "SELECT PEH AND CHAHGE
PAPER FOR PHASE PLOT . PUS




2240 DISP "DO YOU WANT TO"
2250 DISP "OBTAIN DATA"
2260 DISP "FOR A NEW TARGET?"
2270 DISP " "
2280 DISP "ENTER Y/H"
2290 INPUT P*
2300 IF P*="N n THEH 2430


























DISP "TO STORE HEW DATA? Y-'
INPUT P-f
IF p$="<— ii V " THEN 2420
DISP "ENTER HEW FILE NAME T
STORE TARGET DATA"
INPUT G*
DISP "IS THIS AN OLD FILE
TO BE UPDATED? WN"
INPUT P*




DISP "END OF PROGRAM"




! OUTPUT <L9-F9> TO U9 GHZ
J=10*':L9-2*F9> ! FREQUENCY
STARTS AT L9-F9 GHZ TO BE




























OUTPUT 719 USING 2570 ; "P"
, J , " O0Z 1 KOL3M0N6O 1
"
! 50 MSEC WAIT FOR FREQUENC
Y TO STABILIZE
WAIT 50
! TAKE DATA IN FROM 722 AND
720
GOSUB 2780
! REAL AND IMAGINARY PARTS




A < K , 2 > = 1
1
! PRINT "Il = ", A-:k:,2>







719 ; "P" • L9, "Z1K0L3M






































! SUBROUTINE TO ENTER AMPLI
TUOE AND PHASE DATA FROM DI
GITAL VOLTMETER
I
! PREPARE DIGITAL VOLTMETER
TO SEND AMPLITUDE DATA
! NO READINGS TAKEN AND AVE
RAGED FOR ONE FREQUENCY.
VI =8 ! PARAMETERS FOR flVERA
GING PROCESS.
W1=0
FOP L=l TO N0













! TRANSFERS FROM VOLTS TO
AMPL.
Al=18-W0











! OUTPUT ':L9-F9:> TO U9 GHZ AT
F9 GHZ STEPS
•J=10*':L9-2*F9> ! INITIAL FR
EQUENCV AT L9-F9 GHZ
3120 FOR K=l TO Nl ! FREQUENCY S
TEPS
3130 J=J+10:*F9 ! F9 GHZ INCREME
NTS
3140 IMAGE 1A.3Z, 14A
3150 OUTPUT 719 USING 3140 ; H P"
, J, "00Z1K0L3M0N6O1"























































?\S ; U P",L9, "Z1K0L3M







B ( K , 2 ) = 1
1

















DISP "ENTER TODAY'S DATE -






















LOCATE 32. > 122,20, 35
FRAME
! SEARCH FOR MAX
. &
i s @ = N ( 2 , 2 >
! si=so
! FOR M=3 TO Nl
• IF S0>N<M,2> THEN
2>





DISP "ENTER LOWER VALUE FOR
MAGNITUDE PLOTTING"
145
3k70 BEEP @ BEEP
3 b 3@ INPUT SO
3690 DISP "ENTER UPPER VALUE FOR
MAGNITUDE PLOTTING"
3790 INPUT 31
3710 Ll = INT<:i_9>
3720 U1=CEIL-:U9>
1j f •_ Kf
3740 ! CALCULATE SCALE STEPS




3790 S5=INT'.:i0---S5) + l
3800 34=10-34
3810 L0=INT':S0.'S4)
3828 IF S5-L0O14 THEN 3908





















4830 MOVE M5.L8-. 09*00
4848 LORG 5 £ CSIZE 3,1,8
4858 ! LfiBEL "FREQUENCY ':GHZ>"
4868 MOVE Ll-1, . 5*<L8+U8>
4878 LOIR Fi/2
4888 ! LABEL "CROSS SECTION <SQ.
meters:-"
4 898 MOVE M5, 118+89*08
4188 LOIR 8
4118 CSIZE 3,1,8
4 1 28 LABEL It-
4138 MOVE (15, U0+. 03*00
4148 LfiBEL 0$
4158 PENUP






































































DISP "ENTER NAME OF THE









FOR J=J1 TO J2
READK 3. J ; T< J, 1>,TCJ,2>
NEXT J
















! I MOVE . 00025, .00025




















4?5i3 MOVE M5, L8- . 09*D8
476Q LORG 5 S CSIZE 3,1.6
4779 ! LRBEL "FREQUENCY <GHZ>"
4780 MOVE Li-1. .5*<L9+U6>
4790 LDIR PI 2
4S00 LfleEL "PHASE <PI>"





4350 MOVE M5, U8+ . 83*D0
4860 LABEL D*
4370 PEHUP
4880 DISP "OVERLAY THEORETICAL C
URVE? Y N"
4390 INPUT P*
4900 IF P$="N" THEN 5038
4910 BEEP @ BEEP
4920 DISP "CHANGE PEN IF DESIRED
. PUSH 'CONT' WHEN READY."
4930 PAUSE
4940 F0=L9
4950 R9=T< Jl,2> -'PI
4960 MOVE F0,P9
4970 FOR I=J1+1 TO J2
4930 F0=F0+.O2








5070 ! PLOT DOT
5080 MOVE M9, R9
5090 CSIZE 2. =1.0
5100 LABEL "*"
5110 ! IMOVE O0025,. 08025
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